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Fueled by high
ﬁnancial stakes
and the specter of
injunctions, patent litigation is incredibly
complex, expensive and can involve protracted
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it can be important to understand the tools
available to streamline and economize pending

One important tool is the early disclosure
of critical information, which is often
accomplished through local patent rules2 and
is also encouraged by the Patent Damages
Committee.3 For example, a patentee can be
required to disclose all documentation related
to the development of the invention, the
prosecution history, ownership and sales of the
patented invention.4 On the other hand, the

With recent attention focused on statutory patent reform,
it is important not to overlook the host of emerging nonstatutory proposals that have been advanced by courts,
bar organizations, and individual judges for making patent
litigation more efﬁcient.
or expected patent litigation. With recent
attention focused on statutory patent reform,
it is important not to overlook the host of
emerging non-statutory proposals that have
been advanced by courts, bar organizations,
and individual judges for making patent
litigation more efﬁcient. Importantly, because
courts have the inherent power to control their
dockets these recommendations and variants
thereof can be used in any jurisdiction,
provided counsel can present cogent grounds
for their adoption.1 Following this article is

accused infringer can be required to provide
documentation related to the operation and
construction of the accused product/method
and copies or a description of all known prior
art.5 Each party can also be required to provide
documents related damages, covering license
agreements, royalty rates and sales information
for the invention and the accused product(s).6
Requiring parties to produce evidence on all of
these grounds is intended to focus the issues
early and help eliminate unfair surprise later
in the case.

a check-list highlighting some of the tools
recommended for making patent litigation

CONTENTION DISCLOSURES

more efﬁcient.

By mandating the prompt disclosure of the
speciﬁc bases for claims and defenses, local

DISCOVERY REFORM

patent rules and the Sedona Conference have

While discovery can be an arduous process,

advocated requiring parties to “crystallize

particularly when working with expansive

their theories” and “adhere to those theories”

electronic records, there are many tools

throughout the case.7 Patentees’ disclosures

for streamlining the discovery process in

can include at least the asserted claims, the

patent litigation.

type(s) of alleged infringement,
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Rader, Chief Judge U.S.
Court of Appeals for the
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battles at every step of the process. Consequently,

INITIAL DISCLOSURES
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levels of conﬁdentiality when needed.15

the accused products, a claim chart and any
8

basis for willful infringement. Conversely, the

The Seventh Circuit Discovery Program

N.D. Ill. L.P.R. 2.2.

accused infringer must provide its own claim

also encourages early discussion regarding

N.D. Ill. L.P.R. 2.3.

charts for non-infringement and invalidity,

protective orders.16 This practice is credited
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with mitigating distracting discovery disputes
9

any grounds of invalidity or unenforceability.

when sensitive information is a necessary

Typically, contentions cannot be amended

component of the case while still protecting

absent a showing of good cause.

the interests of the disclosing party.17

ELECTRONICALLY STORED

REGULATING THE ONGOING

INFORMATION CONFERENCES

DISCOVERY PROCESS

The large volume of electronically stored

There are a number of initiatives to streamline

information (“ESI”) and the associated

the ongoing discovery process. One of the

expenses of dealing with it has become a

most prominent initiatives, the concept

signiﬁcant cost issue in patent cases. To help

of “proportionality,” is led by the Sedona

address this, the Seventh Circuit Electronic

Conference but is also endorsed by the

Discovery Program requires parties to meet

Seventh Circuit Discovery Program,18 the

early in the case to discuss sources of discovery

Federal Circuit Advisory Council,19 the Patent

and establish the scope of preservation,

Damages Committee20 and multiple district

narrowing the contentious issues and allowing

court discovery programs.21 The Sedona

prompt attention by the court to problem

Conference recommends courts balance

areas.11 Two district courts have enacted

the burden of obtaining requested evidence

their own e-discovery programs that urge or

against its genuine beneﬁt for the case in

require similar meetings.12 The Seventh Circuit

light of the needs of the case, the amount

program also requires parties to designate

in controversy, the parties’ resources and

an “e-discovery liaison” who is typically an

the importance of the issues.22 Importantly,

employee of the party that has access to the

principles of proportionality dictate that less

party’s electronic systems, has knowledge of

expensive, more efﬁcient forms of discovery

those systems as well as the technical aspects of

be exhausted before resorting to costly

electronic discovery, and is aware of the party’s

and typically less productive ESI discovery,

10
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electronic discovery efforts.

Use of a liaison

e.g., discovery of email.23 Other proposals

can be an important tool to help parties craft

advocate for ﬁrmer deposition limits absent

a discovery plan that is based on technological

substantial justiﬁcation,24 provide relaxed

feasibility and economy.

waiver and clawback provisions,25 or prohibit

PROTECTIVE ORDERS
Because parties in patent disputes are often
direct competitors, broad protective orders are
commonplace in patent cases.14 The Patent
Damages Committee observes that these orders
often need to be imposed as early in the case
as possible to avoid delays in discovery and
should be crafted to address the scope and
types of discovery by designating multiple

indiscriminate ESI search terms unless they are
combined with another narrowing term.26
PHASING DISCOVERY
While several of the proposals discussed above
address the weighing of burdens versus the
beneﬁts of particular discovery requests, in
some cases it may be helpful for litigants to
apply this approach on a bigger scale and
divide the discovery process into phases.
For example, the Federal Circuit

MORE3

Advisory Council’s Model Order speciﬁes that

recommends that the hearing be scheduled

parties exchange initial disclosures regarding

in the middle of the discovery process to

the core issues of the case before parties can

provide the possibility of concurrent summary

Chief Judge Rader recently suggested that “summary
judgment is the key to efﬁcient resolution of disputes,”and
that even if no case dispositive motions are appropriate,
the use of summary judgment to resolve issues can lower
the time and expense of trial.
resort to email discovery requests.27 This

judgment motions,33 except for larger cases

requires parties to exhaust and evaluate the

until the parties are able to narrow the patents and

more easily found evidence that has a greater

claims at issue as much as possible before trial.34

likelihood of relevance to the case before

USE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The Seventh Circuit Program encourages

Chief Judge Rader recently suggested that

parties to discuss phasing28 and the Sedona

“summary judgment is the key to efﬁcient

Conference provides that parties should ﬁrst

resolution of disputes,”35 and that even if no

produce and evaluate the “clearly relevant”

case dispositive motions are appropriate, the

information to then determine if more

use of summary judgment to resolve issues

burdensome discovery is actually necessary.29

can lower the time and expense of trial.36 For

Similarly, the Maryland Discovery Program

example, the Patent Damages Committee

requires a party seeking additional, more costly

notes that evidence of notice to the alleged

information to provide narrow search requests

infringer of the patent or a non-infringing

and with the factual basis explaining the need

use of an accused article can settle particular

30

11

damages theories as a matter of law.37 Likewise,

for each request.

district courts can grant summary judgment

MARKMAN HEARINGS

on particular claim limitations of the asserted

The Sedona Conference has provided a

patent.38 There are also proposals to align

number of recommendations regarding the

summary judgment with other stages of the

Markman process. Beginning with the initial

case to conserve resources. For example, the

case management conference, Sedona suggests

Patent Damages Committee recommends

discussing the format and content of the

that summary judgment on damages issues

hearing, such as the evidentiary standards

can be tied to Daubert challenges of damages
39
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supra note 11, at 2.
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supra note 22, at 297.
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at 23.

or the need for live testimony or a tutorial,

experts. By staging summary judgment in

31

in an effort to cut down on motion practice

synch with key patent litigation issues, a court

The Sedona Conference,
supra note 7, at 1.

32

Id. at 2-3.

leading up to the hearing.31 Sedona further

can efﬁciently resolve linked matters rather

33

Id.

recommends that parties submit a statement

than addressing them again at a much later

34

Id.
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Rader Address, supra note
1, at 6.
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Artesyn Technologies, Inc.,
No 7-497, 2011 WL 3625036,
at *26 (E.D. Tex., Aug. 7,
2011)

39
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identifying those terms on which the parties

stage of the case.

agree and states each party’s proposed
before brieﬁng is due to focus attention upon

SETTLEMENT AND ALTERNATIVE
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

the critical language and foster agreement

As the momentum of litigation proceeds

constructions of disputed claim terms 45 days

32

on less important terms.

Sedona also

toward trial and positions
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moving to more costly discovery mechanisms.

[STREAMLINING, FROM PAGE 11)

harden, parties’ views of when settlement

CONCLUSION

opportunities exist may not align. To help

By considering the proposals discussed in

ensure that settlement considerations maintain

this paper at the outset of a case litigants

a prominent position in the parties’ litigation

have a menu of options from which they can

calculus, a number of local rules raise the

develop and recommend streamlining case

issue throughout the litigation process. For

management proposals to opposing counsel

example, the District of Nevada requires three

and the court. Importantly, identifying which

mandatory settlement conferences, one after

tools are best for any given case begins with a

the party’s contention disclosures, one after

thorough understanding of your client’s goals

the Markman construction and the ﬁnal one

in the litigation. To that end, considering

40

just before trial.

Other districts approach

the mechanisms above with your client can

discussion alternative dispute resolution at the

become a regular part of your initial case

beginning of the case,41 mandating settlement

assessment and go a long way to ensuring that

42

offers and responses,

or requiring counsel for

further your client’s strategic goals in the most

authority to meet and discuss mediation or

efﬁcient manner possible. Q
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into a case management plan to ensure that
relevant settlement moments are not missed in
the heat of active litigation.

40

D. Minn. L.R. 16. 1-19

41

D. Minn. L.R. 26.1

42

Id. Form 4 (Rule 26(f) Report
for Patent Cases), available
at www.mnd.uscourts.gov/
local_rules/forms/FORM-4.doc
<http://www.mnd.uscourts.
gov/local_rules/forms/FORM4.doc>

43

S.D. Ohio L.R. 104.1.

recommended case management procedures

each party and representatives with settlement
arbitration.43 These procedures can be built
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the checklist that follows and discussing

settlement in other ways, such as requiring

INITIAL CASE PLANNING –
STREAMLINING CONSIDERATIONS
INITIAL DOCUMENT DISCLOSURES
Would initial exchange of documents
facilitate future discovery efforts? Initial
document disclosures could cover topics
relating to:
UÊ the sale or transfer of the claimed
invention prior to the date of the patent
application;
UÊ the conception and development of the
claimed invention;
UÊ communications with the United States
Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce;
UÊ ownership of the asserted patent;
UÊ licenses, market share data,
proﬁtability, royalty rates, damages;
UÊ operation/construction of the accused
device(s); and
UÊ prior art.

For Plaintiff: Identiﬁcation of asserted
claims and type(s) of infringement
alleged; accused products/conduct and
infringement claim chart(s); priority
date(s) for each asserted claim; alleged
willful infringement; and damages.
For Defendant: Responsive noninfringement claim chart(s);
identiﬁcation of prior art and grounds
for invalidity; invalidity claim chart(s);
and explanation of non-prior art based
invalidity arguments.
ELECTRONICALLY STORED
INFORMATION
Three key areas should be discussed: (1) use
of proportional, targeted requests consistent
with relevant systems at issue; (2) phasing
of ESI discovery so that the most relevant,
accessible systems are discovered ﬁrst; and
(3) preservation and production procedures
and protocols. Consider involving ESI
liaisons early in the discovery process.

Consider whether information likely
to be discovered will require outside
counsel eyes’ only protection? Should
special procedures apply to disclosure of
information to patent prosecutors?
REGULATING THE ONGOING
DISCOVERY PROCESS
Consider what document review systems
will be used throughout the litigation and
what form of production will best facilitate
review. Consider formalizing agreements
to minimize the risk of waiving attorneyclient-privileges and/or work product
protections, especially where voluminous
ESI productions will be made. Consider
relaxing claw-back provisions for
inadvertently produced documents.
Discuss phasing of discovery to further
principles of proportionality and to focus
on most relevant, most accessible sources
of discovery, especially ESI discovery, ﬁrst.
MARKMAN HEARINGS
Develop case management plan deadlines
for identifying key disputed claim terms.
Consider whether a technology synopsis
would assist the court. Will live testimony
be helpful or necessary? Should federal
evidence rules be relaxed for any hearing?
Evaluate when claim construction will be
most likely to focus the issues and narrow
the dispute.
USE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Consider when a given case is likely to
encounter summary judgment moments
and whether multiple opportunities for
ﬁling summary judgment motions should
be scheduled. Evaluate whether discrete
summary judgment issues can coincide
with other stages of the case, for example,
during claim construction, expert reports,
and/or damages discovery.
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CONTENTION DISCLOSURES
Contention disclosures require parties
to frame key issues at logical points in a
case’s life. Consider:

PROTECTIVE ORDERS

